
June 21st reflection  
 
This is a difficult passage to hear.  
It’s the kind of passage where it’s tricky to pick which part we think is the worst.  
Matthew here telling us that life will be difficult, about not being afraid though beset by 
dangers as followers of Christ. We read from Jesus the very counter intuitive words “I did 
not come to bring peace”, and the seemingly horrifying idea that Jesus came to divide 
parents from their children. Surely this can’t be what’s happening.  
 
Surely Jesus can’t be here telling us that the whole peace thing was a ruse from the 
beginning, and that our families are to be divided, based solely on his divine whim?  
I agree, surely not.  
 
So, what do we do with this, with such a cantankerous, potentially divisive reading? Well, 
we don’t run from it, we can’t. 
 
I think we start by asking what we think peace looks like.  
We as Christians in Australia, are fairly conversant with peace. Perhaps some of us 
remember a time of war, but we also know it was a long time ago, and that now we are 
fortunately living in a reality far removed from that time.  
 
We get along, we live without fear of warfare, we are happy and prosperous enough by and 
large. Our country is certainly not hosting any overt wars currently, and if we participate in 
them, this is done at a discreet distance to us. We could certainly say that as a nation we are 
at peace, and perhaps we as individuals feel we are also.  
 
But then I would ask, do we think all people of our nation live in peace? Does everyone 
know peace?  
 
No, they don’t. there are those whose family situations are volatile and dangerous. There 
are those who can’t live with their families, or attend their places of worship because of 
their sexual or gender identities. There are those who fear attack because of their gender, 
or their race.  
There are our indigenous brothers and sisters who have been telling us for years that they 
don’t live in peace. That they don’t feel peaceful. That they face higher mortality rates. That 
they die sooner. That their young people are incarcerated in astonishing numbers. That they 
die while incarcerated by the police. That much of what occurs in white Australia causes 
them pain, that they want us to listen. This is not peace. 
 
We can be tempted to think – can kid ourselves into thinking- that keeping the peace is sort 
of living quietly, and getting along. There is a type of Christianity which has become 
conflated with this sort of living, the idea that a good Christ -follower pays their taxes, looks 
after their family, waves hello to their neighbour, takes casseroles to sick friends, and 
generally keeps their head down. This is the Nice Christian. Interested in keeping the peace, 
in getting along, in doing the right thing. I don’t want to wholly disparage this person, the 
impulse to just, be a generally polite, respectful person who gets along with most others 
and doesn’t like, commit crimes or yell at people in the street or at home is a strong and a 



good one. Sure. Do those things. But. The problem comes when this Nice Christian ethic is 
the main form our view of our faith takes in our minds and in our behaviours. Because we 
are not called to be nice.  
 
Now. We are, I think called to be peacemakers, and this loops right around to cause some 
quite appropriate confusion about Jesus’ words here in Matthew.  
What Jesus is talking about here isn’t calling his followers to a life of hating others and 
starting fights and inciting violence; he is saying that a life following him will not lead to 
simple, happy peace. A life following him will involve sacrifices, and some of that will look 
like not simply keeping the peace because it’s the easy, the safe or the nice thing to do.  
 
And it is this sort of peace, which I would call a false peace, that Jesus did not come to bring.  
Because, while some of us live in a state of not peace, or a state of poverty, or fear, or in a 
lesser quality of life, if some of us are shouting that they do not know peace, then we need 
to pay attention to that and realise that peace does not live here. Not really. Peace isn’t the 
absence of war, Peace is something more than that.  
 
An author I think I’ve quoted to you before perhaps, is Austen Channing Brown. She said 
something this week that I think is relevant to this discussion: 
“I believe firmly that to practice love is to disrupt the status quo which is masquerading as 
peace”. 
There is a worldwide conversation happening now that at some points seemed the opposite 
of peaceful. Spurred by people of colour who are asking others to stand with them, to raise 
their voices and be allies in this fight. They are saying it’s not good enough any more to 
simply be nice. They are saying that the status quo, which masquerades as peace, needs 
disrupting.  
 
What does this look like? What does our response, or our disruption look like? Does it look 
like protest? Does it look like toppling statues? Maybe. This stuff may make us 
uncomfortable, and I think it’s this kind of thing that this passage in Matthew points us 
toward. Jesus didn’t come to bring a peaceful life, because Jesus was a disruptor.  
 
I don’t think that this passage points us neatly to violence as an appropriate course of 
action, of course not. There is much else in scripture to dissuade us from jumping to that 
particular conclusion. But when we sit in our homes watching the news, how are we 
responding to the violence of the protestors anger? How do we respond to their calls to pull 
down statues and the defacing of the same?  
 
These protests and global reactions and movements have sprung from violence, in the worst 
way. They are reactions to continued, sustained and killing violence toward black bodies.  
When we see this sort of thing on the Tv, who do we station ourselves alongside? These 
movements offer us a choice; we could criticise the protestors and scoff at their cries for 
justice without attempting to listen and understand, or we could choose to stand with 
them. because if we listen, we might hear them saying ‘for us there can be no peace while 
white supremacy lives and breathes’.  
 



To simplify: sometimes following Christ throws us into the path of what looks more like 
violence than it does peace, because the work of Christ to achieve a lasting, real peace, has 
to overthrow a lot of empires on the way. This is the work of peace, but it’s not always 
peaceful. 
This isn’t easy, none of this is. It’s nuanced, and hard, and we will make mistakes and put 
people off. This is the kind of thing that will leave us potentially at odds with our families 
and loved ones.  
 
Jesus knows, and the author of Matthew knows, that following Christ can and often will lead 
to sometimes irreconcilable differences that spring up between members of the same 
family. The community for whom Matthew was written would have already known this. for 
people who are a part of a very, very family centred culture, a member of that families 
sudden hop over into the Jesus cult would have been horrifying, an impossible betrayal.  
Then, your family was your world. it determined your security, your reputation, your sphere 
of influence. They were your housemates, your matchmakers, your people. and for many 
people in the early church, this was what was forsaken when the way of Christ was chosen.  
 
I’m really aware that family division can be really difficult, and that these topics aren’t easy 
to think about. I don’t want to take lightly the pain that can come from feeling ideologically 
or physically separated from those we love. I know some of you will be feeling a similar pain. 
I myself have a somewhat difficult relationship with my father because in part, of our 
differing beliefs.  
 
Jesus, and the life he calls us to continually, quietly, loudly, passionately, beseechingly, do 
not offer easy answers. And it may be that at times it’s hard to know what the right thing to 
do is.  
A reminder: we are a part of a global movement started by a dark skinned man killed by 
those in power in a display of state strength, who was humiliated, tortured and hung from a 
tree just like so many black bodies have been throughout history. This man said that what 
you do for the least of these, you do for me; Jesus aligns himself with, is present with those 
who are oppressed, who are killed, who die in police custody whether or not they ‘deserved 
to be there in the first place’. Jesus has chosen who he aligns himself with, and Jesus has 
died violently for his crimes. Part of His triumph over death is surely the invitation we now 
have to join him in his solidarity with the poor, the forgotten, the beaten, the killed, those 
othered by law, by white supremacy, by racism, by our own indifference.  
 
If we hear about protests sparked by the righteous screams of black people who simply 
want to live without the fear of death and our response is “oh but if only they could do this 
more quietly, without so much fuss” or if we hear of Indigenous people dying in custody in 
horrifying numbers and in our own backyard and our response is “well they should have 
done the right thing in the first place” we are missing the point and we are likely to be on 
the side of the oppressor rather than the oppressed.  
 
 
We are offered the chance by the God who listens, to listen also. We are offered the chance 
by the GodMan who stands alongside all who scream for help, to stand alongside also, to 
choose who we align ourselves with, who we act as family to. This will test us, and it will test 



our relationships. It will test our understanding of what peace looks like, what being a 
Christian feels, moves and thinks like.  
 
May we never be afraid to be tested so, may we truly be agents of Jesus’ love and peace, 
may we listen, may we act, may we follow the man who shows us how.  
 
Amen. 
 
  


